Announcements
RTE Percent Limitation Approval Procedures

A Resolution from the Committee on Academic Programs and Policies

Motivated by the pending resolution on RTE Caps presented by the CVM two meetings ago.
The percentage of Clinical Professor appointments may not exceed 25% of the tenure-track positions in those departments or programs within the college.

A statement of this form is “part of the deal” whenever the Senate approves a college’s application to use these titles: Clinical Professor, Research Professor, or Professor of the Practice.

What if later on a college wants to adjust the constraint?
Attributes of the Proposed Process

1. Identifies the set of RTE titles that will figure in the percent limitation.
2. Justifies the request by connecting it to the college’s strategic plan.
3. Provides comparison data from peer schools.
4. Documents that the actual job descriptions of the identified RTE titleholders align with what is specified in the Faculty Handbook.
5. Documents that the liberalized limitation will not in any way decrease the number TT faculty.
6. Documents how college faculty voted on the proposal sent to the Senate.